From: Aaron Schomburg <aschomburg@pds.org>
Sent: Saturday, September 9, 2017 7:54 PM
To: Monroe, Pamela
Subject: Wagner is wrong
I grew up in Northern NH, Colebrook to be specific and after many years living in southern New England, still bring friends to the Whites to
hike and enjoy some peace and quiet. In fact just a month ago my 2 daughters and I completed the Pemi Loop in 3 days and found it
absolutely beautiful and pristine. How dare one man - Wagner- decide that the mistake and joke known as the Northern Pass be allowed
to even come close to the peoples forest. These woods are his to protect and he needs to listen to the majority of folks around him and
have enough grit and common sense to say no to this- if this power line goes through the white mountains the doors are open- we can
never get this pristine area and view back. He should be ashamed of his decision and all who simply follow his lead need to examine how
this will negatively effect the future of these mountains- people do not want to see huge power lines in a national forest- again have some
grit and show some backbone and just so noMy name is Aaron Schomburg- my family house is on Meridan Hill, North Stratford, NH 03590
I work in Princeton NJ- 233 Carter Road, Princeton NJ, 08540
I am writing to publicly voice my opposition to the Northern Pass Transmission Line Project
I am writing to say that Thomas Wagner is wrong
The project should not be at all within the White Mountain National Forest
People in a leadership role should have backbone-
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